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TIMELESS KITCHENS 
7 Classic Kitchen Updates That Never Go Out of Style 
We have researched it for you. Here are the 7 elements that every timeless kitchen needs.

High-End Countertops - Beautiful stone or wood counters never 
get old.  Choose a neutral color for this long-term decision that will allow 
you to easily introduce new color trends through easier-to-change 
accessories over the years. 


Glass Door Inserts - Adaptable to a multitude of styles, glass 
inserts in cabinet doors have been around for a long time for a good 
reason.  They lend a furniture-like quality to your cabinets and 
automatically make the kitchen have an upscale feel.

This shaker inset door 
style is a classic for 
sure. Rigney 
HomeCraft  crafted 
this kitchen in 2017.
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Above -The copper 
sink we installed in 
this kitchen added 
unique beauty to the 
overall design.  

Below - This island 
we crafted is a soft 
gray with a hickory 
top. Enduring 
neutrals. 

Big Practical Sinks -  You will never 
regret investing in a large high quality sink that 
is beautiful as well as functional.  One bowl or 
two is a matter of preference, but a large size is 
a must.  Make sure your selection adds to the 
beauty of the design and is something you 
select early in the process - not as an 
afterthought.


Deep Drawers-  Drawers are absolutely 
fantastic storage and they are replacing 
traditional upper cabinets in today’s designs.  A 
custom cabinet maker can make them even 
more useful with dividers that hold specific 
items and heavy duty slides with a soft close 
feature.


Hardwood Floors -  Although 
there are many good alternatives on the 
market today, a quality wood floor never 
goes out of style.  It can be refinished over 
and over and feels fantastic on your feet. 
Select the best quality floor your budget 
will allow. It is a big surface and makes a 
big statement.


Neutrals-  Folks have been saying 
white cabinets are going out for 
years and they don’t. Why? 
Because they are neutral and 
neutrals have staying power.  Not a 
fan of white? Then go with another 
neutral color if your cabinets will 
be painted. For stain grade wood, 
you can also select a stain color 
and wood species that has neutral 
undertones (avoid orange, gold, 
red undertones).


Light -Natural light is always welcomed 
in the best designs so plan for as much as 
possible. Equally important is lighting you 
add including recessed, under counter, toe 
kick LEDs and overhead. Seek out the 
advise of a good lighting expert (often free 
in lighting showrooms) for help to be sure 
you have enough light for your situation.

Contact Rigney 
HomeCraft for a free 
estimate or design 
session when 
considering a 
kitchen or bath remodel, 
new construction, fine 
carpentry, custom 
doors, built-in 
shelving and 
entertainment centers 
or heirloom furniture. 

WWW.RIGNEYHOMECRAFT.COM 
rigneyhomecraft@gmail.com 
931.434-3710
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